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Trigger systems in ATLAS/CMS

ATLAS CMS

Level-1:  
custom hardware

Software HLT: 
20k cores

1 kHz to storage

40 MHz bunch crossing

H. Brun, LP 2015

40

(full events)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/389531/session/14/contribution/146/attachments/1149557/1649525/CMStriggerRun2.pdf
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Limitations to recording all data

Bandwidth = Event rate x Event size

Limited by:  
fast read-out of O(100M) detector channels 

computing resources (reconstruction) 
disk storage (saving for further processing) 

finite trigger menu 

LHC: 40 MHz  
ATLAS: 1 kHz 
CMS: 1 kHz

(Reconstructed) 
ATLAS: o(MB) 
CMS:  o(MB)

Readout bandwidth is an important limitation of searches when backgrounds are large. 

Probing for low-rate processes is important: LHC luminosity will increase but energy will 
not (anytime soon)



Dijet Resonances: Constraints on Coupling Values vs. Mass, 2013
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Dobrescu, Yu Phys Rev D 88 035021 (2013)

LHC not  probing for dijet resonances at the EW scale
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Dark Matter mediators constraints and DM relic density

arXiv:1503.05916SM
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Limitations to recording all data

Bandwidth = Event rate x Event size

Limited by:  
fast read-out of O(100M) detector channels 

computing resources (reconstruction) 
disk storage (saving for further processing) 

finite trigger menu 

LHC: 40 MHz  
ATLAS: 1 kHz 
CMS: 1 kHz

(Reconstructed) 
ATLAS: o(MB) 
CMS:  o(MB)

Readout bandwidth is an important limitation of searches when backgrounds are large. 

Probing for low-rate processes is important: LHC luminosity will increase but energy will 
not (anytime soon)
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Trigger-Level Analysis technique, applied to dijet resonance search
Record only necessary information for jet search: jets

Use information already available to make the decision: HLT jets


unprescaled

prescaled

Event size reduced to 5% of fully recorded event  Reduced size → increase unprescaled trigger rate
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Statistics increase from Trigger-Level Analysis technique: dijet invariant mass

Statistics 
increase

Performance 
comparison: 

trigger/offline response = unity
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Dijet Resonance Searches

Dijet + ISR technique
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ATLAS MET+X and Dijet Searches Benchmark model points: LHC DM WG, arXiv:1703.05703
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Is this tool useful for long-lived particle searches?

TLA technique powerful to explore regimes where offline analysis is difficult: 
- signals are hidden in a large background (e.g. soft) and only revealed by high statistics 

e.g. - particles without known mass, produced in pairs, hidden in a large background 
- L1 trigger satisfied 
- only a subset of the full detector information is required for the search (HLT rate ~ 1/info) 
- object already reconstructed in the trigger and close enough to offline quality 

Upgrades such as FTK will make the trigger reconstruction more capable (e.g. Su Dong’s talk): 
- Track-based pile-up subtraction and calibration, for jet items 
- Phase II upgrades to early-level trigger (c.f. exploration of trigger-less analysis with L1Topo) 
- Can imagine deriving high-level variables with trigger processors, writing out summary information (real-
time analysis) 

What long-lived particle signatures could benefit from the TLA technique? 
- When we “need high-energy particles in event to pass trigger” 
- funny (trackless / displaced) low-momentum jets? 

rates high, displaced vertex not currently reconstructed 
- low-mass dimuon, diphoton, di-tau, multileptons/multitrack… 
- pairs of dijet resonances, but lower lifetimes than reachable offline 
- combination of many low-momentum final states (e.g. soft jet + MET + soft tracks) 
Quantitative question: can we achieve sensitivity to new parameter space at a manageable rate?



Additional Slides
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Other ideas from KITP workshop last year

http://experlhc16.wikispaces.com/Exotica+Session 

- VBF + displaced/trackless jets 

- VBF + MET + pair of leptons or photons, with kinematic structure, but too soft to 
trigger on their own 

etc. 

http://experlhc16.wikispaces.com/Exotica+Session
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Statistics increase from Trigger-Level Analysis technique

Mass of di-jet system 
(DM mediator mass)

Number of 
events

Fully  
recorded 
events

Partially  
recorded  

(smaller size) 
events

Mass of di-jet system 
(DM mediator mass)

Number of 
events

Prescaled 
events

Signal

QCD 
background

Data

Trigger-Level AnalysisStandard analysis
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Dirac WIMP mediators:

s- and t-channel


vector/axial-vector/scalar/pseudo-scalar

MET+heavy flavor, W, Z, and Higgs
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Trigger Level Analysis: search

Jet pT > 185, 85 GeV 

|y*| = |y1-y2|/2 < 0.6 
(rejects forward-peaking 
t-channel QCD processes) 

mjj >  460 GeV 

|y*| = |y1-y2|/2 < 0.3 
(reaches lower in mass due to 
forcing more central, higher pT 
jets) 

mjj >  396 GeV 

Data-driven background fit (UA2 fcn)

Most discrepant region

(p-value 0.44)

ATLAS-CONF-2016-030

Only probing below M ~ 1.2 TeV

 (high-mass analysis takes over)
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Jet performance for TLA

Performance of trigger jets comparable to that of offline jets 
Improvements benefit jet trigger as a whole
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Trigger Level Analysis: results
ATLAS-CONF-2016-030

Limits on Gaussian-shape resonances

(for reinterpretation)

Constraints on DM mediator couplings



Introduction Triggering outside the boxDifferently timed analysesDark Matter and TLA
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Data parking / delayed stream

20

Bandwidth = Event rate x Event size

If computing resources for 
reconstruction limited:

park the raw data and wait (delay) 
until everything else is processed

Extra bandwidth = Event rate x Event size
processed later

Run 1



Introduction Triggering outside the boxDifferently timed analysesDark Matter and TLA
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ATLAS delayed stream results

21

Number of events

Mass of di-jet system 

Actual events 
recorded with 

standard trigger

Signal Actual recorded 
events from delayed 

triggers

Other analyses using delayed stream in ATLAS/CMS: 
SUSY search for RPV stops 

Dijet angular analysis…
Higgs → bbar

Fully hadronic top
DM searches…

CMS: (target numbers)
1 kHz parked, scouting is a subset of the parked
1 kHz fully reconstructed
Parking in CMS analysis: DM searches, Hbbar, 
alphaT SUSY, H->inv, fully hadronic top…

Run-2: parking if you find something in scouting  
Target for parking is 600 Hz
Same 600 Hz in scouting w/particle flow

Run 1

arXiv:1407.1376

http://arxiv.org/abs/1407.1376

